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INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY

The Broadview Introduction to Philosophy
Edited by Andrew Bailey
print $77.50 | eBook from $54.95
(available only in Canada and the US)
1056pp | 2019 | 9781554813827

• Written and Edited for Students. Unlike most
other introductory anthologies, this book offers
substantial assistance to help students understand
the context, structure, and terminology of the
provided readings. Carefully crafted introductions
and thorough annotations provide the guidance
needed to grapple with this material for the first
time, while keeping the primary text central.
• Comprehensive Content. This anthology includes
extensive coverage of foundational topics such as
free will, God, and ethical theory, but also readings
on contemporary themes such as immigration,
gender, race, and epistemic bias.
• Female Authors. A higher proportion of readings
by women than other leading introductory
anthologies, with women’s writing represented in
each of the book’s sections.
• Instructor Support. Supplemental materials,
including teaching notes and quiz questions, are
provided to instructors. Student readers also
receive access to a separate set of resources,
including additional questions, writing exercises,
and a unique interactive tool for constructing
philosophy essay outlines.

The Broadview Introduction to Philosophy is a
comprehensive anthology covering core topics in
Western philosophy. It stands out in many ways:
• A Mix of Classic and Contemporary Readings.
Seventy-five historical and contemporary readings
are included, ranging from Plato through to the
present day. Readings are substantial, and in
many cases complete (including the full text of
Descartes’s Meditations).

CONTENTS
Part I: Philosophy of Religion
Part II: Theory of Knowledge
Part III: Metaphysics
Part IV: Ethics
Part V: Social-Political Philosophy
Part VI: Life, Death, and Happiness

For courses on religion, epistemology, and metaphysics, or courses on ethics and social-political philosophy,
a split-volume version of The Broadview Introduction to Philosophy is also available:
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VOLUME I: KNOWLEDGE AND REALITY

VOLUME II: VALUES AND SOCIETY

print $52.50 | eBook from $39.95

print $52.50 | eBook from $39.95

576pp | 2019 | 9781554814015

504pp | 2019 | 9781554814022

Volume I includes Parts I–III of the full anthology.

Volume II includes Parts IV–VI of the full anthology.
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Experiencing Philosophy
Second Edition
By Anthony Falikowski, with Susan Mills

NEW!

print $79.95 | eBook from $55.95

EXPERIENCING
PHILOSOPHY
SECOND EDITION

600pp | Fall 2022 | 9781554815258

Experiencing Philosophy begins with the assumption
that philosophy is not merely something you know,
but also something you experience and participate in.
The book presents philosophical theories and ideas
with reference to their practical relevance to the lives
of student readers. To this end, a number of engaging
features and inserts are provided:
• Original Sources: Numerous primary readings
are included, introducing students directly to the
philosophical work of diverse thinkers ranging
from Plato to Martin Luther King Jr. Each reading
is thoughtfully excerpted and is followed by
reflective questions.
• Philosopher Profiles: Abstract ideas are
connected to the lives of real historical figures
through fascinating biographical profiles.
• Take It Personally: To illustrate how philosophy
can be useful and relevant, each chapter begins by
placing the material in a personal context.
• Know Thyself Diagnostics: This book takes
seriously—as did Socrates—the Delphic Oracle’s
dictum to “know thyself.” Students are given
self-diagnostics to explore their own philosophical
values, ideals, and beliefs.
• Philosophers in Action: Philosophy is something
you do, not just something you know. Prompts are
provided throughout the text inviting students to
conduct thought experiments, analyze concepts,
and discuss and debate controversial points.
• Thinking about Your Thinking: These
“metacognitive prompts” require students to
engage in higher-order thinking, not only about
the presented readings and ideas, but also with
respect to their own values, assumptions, and
beliefs.
• Plus: Built-in study guides, diagrams, famous
philosophical quotations, comics, feature boxes,
and more!

ANTHONY FALIKOWSKI, WITH SUSAN MILLS

CONTENTS
Chapter I: What Is Philosophy?
Chapter II: Understanding Arguments, Claims, and
Fallacies of Reasoning
Chapter III: Philosophies of Life
Chapter IV: Epistemology, Metaphysics, and God
Chapter V: Ethics and Moral Decision Making
Chapter VI: Political Philosophy
Primary source readings are integrated through the
text, and include works from:
St. Thomas Aquinas
Aristotle
Marcus Aurelius
Jeremy Bentham
The Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta
René Descartes
Epicurus
Riffat Hassan
Patricia Hill Collins
Thomas Hobbes
David Hume
Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz
Immanuel Kant
John Locke
Martin Luther King Jr.
Karl Marx
Ashok K. Malhotra
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche
Nel Noddings
Plato
Bertrand Russell
Jean-Paul Sartre
Susan Wolf
Yasuo Yuasa
3
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INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY continued

First Philosophy:
Fundamental Problems and
Readings in Philosophy

Philosophical
Problems:
An Introductory Text
in Philosophy

Second Edition
Edited by Andrew Bailey
with Robert M. Martin
print $74.95

print $28.95 |
eBook from $19.95

(available only in Canada and the US)

256pp | 2017 | 9781554812851

992pp | 2011 | 9781551119717

“I would recommend First
Philosophy to anyone
teaching an introductory philosophy course.” — PAUL
CHURCHLAND, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

“The introductions are fabulous; students find them
very helpful. Overall, First Philosophy is an excellent
anthology for first-year students; the text has made
my job significantly easier.” — JENNIFER M. PHILLIPS,
INDIANA UNIVERSITY, BLOOMINGTON

First Philosophy offers not only a rich selection of
readings but also comprehensive introductions to each
chapter and selection, unparalleled among introductory
anthologies. These introductions provide useful
background information to assist students in their
reading, without merely summarizing the primary texts.

First Philosophy: Concise Edition
Second Edition
Edited By Andrew Bailey
with Robert M. Martin
print $64.25
(available only in Canada and the US)
752pp | 2012 | 9781554810574

This concise edition of
First Philosophy includes
35 core readings. Mindful of the intrinsic difficulty
of the material, the editors provide comprehensive
introductions both to each topic and to individual
readings. By presenting a detailed discussion of the
historical and intellectual background to each piece,
the editors enable readers to approach the material
without unnecessary barriers to understanding.
Helpful explanatory footnotes are provided
throughout.
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By Peter Alward

“This introductory textbook is clearly written, well
organized, and user-friendly.” — THOMAS ADAJIAN,
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

Peter Alward’s rigorous introductory text functions
as a roadmap for students, laying out the key issues,
positions, and arguments of academic philosophy.
The book covers central topics in metaphysics,
epistemology, ethics, and political philosophy.

Great Philosophers:
A Brief Story of the Self and
Its Worlds
By Jeffrey Reid
print $26.75 | eBook from $18.95
128pp | 2008 | 9781551119632

Great Philosophers tells the story of Western
philosophy through the thought of its main
protagonists, the great philosophers. The narrative
begins with the Presocratic philosophers Heraclitus
and Parmenides and ends in recent times, as each
philosopher wrestles with the problems and solutions
of his or her predecessors. Along the way, Jeffrey Reid
provides an engaging introduction to many of the
principal ideas of luminaries such as Plato, Descartes,
Hume, Kant, Hegel, Nietzsche, and Sartre.

Philosophical Conversations
By Robert M. Martin
print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95
352pp | 2006 | 9781551116495

Philosophical Conversations is a light, informal
introduction to philosophy, written in a dialogue
format. An excellent tool for newcomers, it provides
the necessary background for further study while
vividly portraying the back-and-forth argument that
is essential to the philosophical method.
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For the Sake of
Argument:
How to Do Philosophy

Philosophical
Adventures
By Steven M. Cahn

By Robert M. Martin

print $18.75 | eBook from $12.95
132pp | 2019 | 9781554814763

print $16.25 | eBook from $10.95
160pp | 2016 | 9781554813377

“A unique and wonderful
book! Wise and witty in equal
measure, it makes the process of thinking and arguing
about the fundamental philosophical issues come
alive in a way that I have never seen before.” — PAUL
BOGHOSSIAN, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Best-selling author and retired philosophy professor
Robert Martin offers a practical guide to arguing and
writing philosophically.

Introducing
Philosophy:
Knowledge and
Reality
By Jack S. Crumley II
print $37.75 |
eBook from $25.95
432pp | 2016 | 9781554811298

“... [H]its the sweet spot
for an introduction to metaphysics and epistemology.
Engagingly written, the book provides an accessible
overview of the field for the unfamiliar. ... The book
merits serious consideration as a textbook for
university instructors.” — PHIL CORKUM, UNIVERSITY OF
ALBERTA

Philosophical Adventures
is an accessible, engaging
introduction to philosophical
issues falling under six broad themes: reasoning, free
will, religious belief, ethics, well-being, and society.
Steven M. Cahn’s clear style and vivid examples
provide a welcoming path to this engrossing subject.

There Are Two Errors in the
the Title of This Book: A Sourcebook
of Philosophical Puzzles, Paradoxes,
and Problems
Revised and Expanded (Again)
By Robert M. Martin
print $29.95 | eBook from $20.95
408pp | 2011 | 9781554810536

“This is a superb text for stimulating students’ interest
and showing them how much sheer fun can be had
from doing philosophy.” — ADAM RIEGER, UNIVERSITY
OF GLASGOW

Nothing So Absurd:
An Invitation to Philosophy
By Phillip Hoffmann
print $31.95 | eBook from $21.95
208pp | 2003 | 9781551114088

Socrates’ Children:
Thinking and Knowing in the Western
Tradition
By Trudy Govier
print $31.95 | 356pp | 1997 | 9781551110936

God, the Devil, and the Perfect Pizza:
Ten Philosophical Questions
By Trudy Govier
print $31.95 | eBook from $21.95
208pp | 1989 | 9780921149507

Yes, But How Do You Know? Introducing
Philosophy Through Sceptical Ideas
By Stephen Hetherington
print $29.95 | eBook from $20.95
208pp | 2009 | 9781551119038

Self-Knowledge: Beginning
Philosophy Right Here and Now
By Stephen Hetherington
print $26.75 | eBook from $18.95
180pp | 2007 | 9781551117980
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CRITICAL THINKING

Critical Thinking:
An Introduction to the Basic Skills

Critical Thinking:
An Introduction to the Basic Skills

Seventh Edition

Canadian Edition,
Seventh Edition

By William Hughes,
Jonathan Lavery, and
Katheryn Doran

By William Hughes and
Jonathan Lavery

print $64.25 | eBook from $44.95

print $64.25 | eBook from $44.95

488pp | 2014 | 9781554811977

488pp | 2015 | 9781554811991

“This textbook stands out from
others for its clarity, which
is due in large part to the conceptual organization of
the material it covers. Rather than artificially carving
out various aspects of critical thinking for individual
treatment, the authors simply and carefully develop
ideas, step-by-step.” — JOSHUA SMITH, CENTRAL
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

CONTENTS:
Part I: Introduction
Chapter 1: Reasoning and Critical Thinking
Part II: Meaning
Chapter 2: Meaning and Definition
Chapter 3: Clarifying Meaning
Chapter 4: Reconstructing Arguments
Part III: Assessing Arguments
Chapter 5: Strategies for Assessing Arguments
Chapter 6: Assessing Truth Claims
Chapter 7: Assessing Relevance
Chapter 8: Assessing Adequacy
Chapter 9: Deductive Reasoning
Chapter 10: Inductive Reasoning
Part IV: Applications
Chapter 11: Scientific Reasoning
Chapter 12: Moral Reasoning
Chapter 13: Legal Reasoning
Chapter 14: Arguing Back
Chapter 15: Irrational Techniques of Persuasion
Chapter 16: Critiquing the Media
Chapter 17: Writing and Assessing Argumentative
Essays
Chapter 18: Strategies for Organizing an
Argumentative Essay
Appendix I: Paradoxes and Puzzles
Appendix II: Answers to Self-Tests

“Here is a textbook of lasting
value. It is accessible
without being over-simplistic. It is unsurpassed in
clarity and depth. And its examples, exercises, and
questions for discussion offer the student unique and
exciting materials for reflection and engagement.”
— AHMAD RAHMANIAN, UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK

This edition of Critical Thinking is especially suited to
Canadian students.

Critical Thinking: Concise Edition
By William Hughes and Jonathan Lavery
print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95
296pp | 2015 | 9781554812677

This concise edition includes Chapters 1–10, 14, and
15 of the complete text.

How to Think Critically:
A Concise Guide
By Jeff McLaughlin
print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95
208pp | 2014 | 9781554812165

Using relatable and often
amusing examples, this
book covers all the material
needed for a one-semester course in critical thinking.
Hundreds of exercises are included, as are several
random statement generators which can be used to
create thousands of additional examples.

All texts on this page come with complimentary access to additional quiz questions,
examples, and other online materials for instructors and students.
6
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The Critical Thinking Book
print $79.95 | eBook from $55.95

The Elements of Arguments:
An Introduction to Critical
Thinking and Logic

600pp | Spring 2022 | 9781554813933

By Philip Turetzky

By Gary James Jason

NEW!

The Critical Thinking Book
covers not only standard
CRITIC AL
topics such as definitions,
THIN KING
fallacies, and argument
Book
identification, but also other
pertinent themes such as
consumer choice in a market
economy and political
choice in a representative
Gary James Jason
democracy. Interesting
historical asides are included throughout, as are
images, diagrams, and reflective questions. A wealth
of exercises is provided within the text, and additional
exercises are available online for instructors.

This book covers such central topics as informal
fallacies, the difference between validity and truth,
basic formal propositional logic, and how to extract
arguments from texts. Turetzky aims to prevent
common confusions by clearly explaining a number
of important distinctions, including propositions vs.
propositional attitudes, propositions vs. states of
affairs, and logic vs. rhetoric vs. psychology.

CONTENTS:

print $21.25 | eBook from $14.95

print $43.95 | eBook from $30.95

The

Part I: The Elements of Critical Thinking
1: Critical Thinking: Developing an Effective
Worldview
2: Assertions
3: Questions
4: Identifying Single Arguments
5: Multiple Arguments, Cases, and Dialogues
Part II: The Goals of Critical Thinking
6: Pitfalls of Language
7: Definition, Classification, and Concept Mapping
8: Topical Relevance
9: Deductive Reasoning I: Truth-Functional Logic
10: Deductive Reasoning II: Class Logic
11: Inductive Reasoning I: Observation, Memory, and
Testimony
12: Inductive Reasoning II: Inductive Generalization
and Inductive Instantiation
13: Inductive Reasoning III: Analogies
14: Inductive Reasoning IV: Causal Inference
15: Inductive Reasoning V: Explanation, Hypothesis,
and Prediction
Part III: Applications of Critical Thinking
16: Classical Decision Theory: Its Uses and Problems
17: Application I: Rational vs. Irrational Marketing
18: Application II: Rational vs. Irrational Propaganda
19: Application III: Science vs. Pseudoscience

336pp | 2019 | 9781554814077

Arguing with People
By Michael A. Gilbert
144pp | 2014 | 9781554811700

“ … [M]ay be the single most important supplement
to [a Critical Reasoning textbook] that an instructor
could assign to her students. … Arguing with People
is a pleasure to read. It is informative, intellectually
stimulating, and will provoke reflection on the many
different facets of how and why we argue with others.”
— BENJAMIN HAMBY, COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY,
IN COGENCY

Arguing with People emphasizes the importance of
understanding real arguments, understanding just
who you are arguing with, and knowing how to use
that information for successful argumentation.

Good Reasons for Better Arguments:
An Introduction to the Skills and Values
of Critical Thinking
By Jerome E. Bickenbach and Jacqueline M. Davies
print $56.75 | 408pp | 1996 | 9781551110592

Making Up Your Mind:
A Textbook in Critical Thinking
Revised Edition
By Robert Mutti
print $56.75 | eBook from $39.95
192pp | 2014 | 9781554812233
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LOGIC

Formal Logic

An Introduction to Logic:
Using Natural Deduction, Real Arguments,
a Little History, and Some Humour

By Paul A. Gregory
print $48.95 | eBook from $33.95

Second Edition
By Richard T.W. Arthur

472pp | 2017 | 9781554812721

“Formal Logic is clear, accessible,
and intuitive, but it is also
precise, explicit, and thorough.
Complex and often confusing concepts are rolled
out in a no-nonsense and direct manner with funny
and demystifying terminology and helpful analogies.
It’s a pedagogical gem.” — MARY KATE MCGOWAN,

print $51.50 | eBook from $35.95
456pp | 2016 | 9781554813322

“Richard Arthur’s book offers a fresh
new perspective on the pedagogy of
introductory logic instruction and
its underlying philosophy. Its approach makes informal
logic and critical thinking mesh smoothly and intuitively
with formal logic, thus clarifying the relevance of
formal logic to the assessment of natural argument.
My experience of teaching from the first edition was
very positive; the book genuinely makes a majority of
students build an appetite for logic.” — NICOLAS FILLION,

WELLESLEY COLLEGE

“Paul Gregory’s Formal Logic is worth careful
consideration for anyone adopting a new logic text.
The inclusion of chapters on set theory and modal
logic makes it a valuable resource for students looking
to go beyond the standard introduction to logic.”
— MICHAEL HICKS, MIAMI UNIVERSITY

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

Formal Logic’s nine chapters cover truth-functional
logic, quantificational logic with identity, introductory
set theory, and introductory modal logic. Translations,
tables, trees, natural deduction, and simple metaproofs are taught through over 400 exercises. A
companion website (free for anyone who buys the
book) offers supplemental practice software and
tutorial videos. Supplemental question sets are also
available for instructors.

Introducing Symbolic Logic
By Robert M. Martin
print $42.75 | eBook from $29.95
272pp | 2004 | 9781551116358

“The tidiest logic text on the market. Just what you need
and no more, presented with a light and student-friendly
touch.” — ADAM MORTON, UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA

INTRODUCTORY LOGIC TEXTS: SUMMARY
Sentence / Predicate /
Propositional Quantifier
Logic
Logic
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Natural
Deduction / Truth Trees / Categorical /
Proofs
Tableaux
Term Logic
Helpful supplemental resources in text boxes
and on companion website

Formal Logic









An Introduction
to Logic









Introducing
Symbolic Logic







Emphasizes practice through a large number
of exercises

A Pocket Guide
to Formal Logic





Concise text introducing the fundamentals of
formal logic for introductory courses

The Logic of Our
Language



Deductive Logic in
Natural Language



Logic With
Added Reasoning





Essentials of
Symbolic Logic









An Introduction
to Logical Theory















Examples drawn from history of philosophy and
pop culture

Focuses on clear understanding of translation in
sentence/predicate logic



Applies techniques of formal logic to English
sentences, rather than first translating into symbols





Emphasis on tableaux method of proof
Offers numerous strategies for solving proofs



Addresses questions in the philosophy of
logic and logical theory
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A

Pocket Guide to
NEW! AFormal
Logic

Pocket
Guide
to
Formal

L gic

Essentials of
Symbolic Logic
Third Edition

By Karl Laderoute

By R.L. Simpson

print $14.95 | eBook from $10.50
120pp | Fall 2022 | 9781554814701

A Pocket Guide to Formal Logic
is a succinct primer meant
Karl Laderoute
especially for those without
any prior background in logic. Its brevity makes it
well-suited to introductory courses with a formal
logic component, and its friendly tone offers a
welcoming introduction to this often-intimidating
subject. The book provides a focused presentation of
common methods used in statement logic, including
translations, truth tables, and proofs. Supplemental
materials, including more detailed treatments of
select methods and concepts as well as additional
sample questions and answers, are available on a
companion website.

The Logic of Our Language:
An Introduction to Symbolic Logic
By Rodger L. Jackson and Melanie L. McLeod

print $50.25 | eBook from $34.95
304pp | 2008 | 9781551118932

“This is an excellent introduction
to natural deduction systems—clear and very readable.
It introduces rules gently and in a way that students
will appreciate. A very good text.” — ED MARES,
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY

An Introduction to Logical
Theory
By Aladdin M. Yaqub
print $34.95 | eBook from $23.95
440pp | 2013 | 9781551119939

This book introduces the
reader to the three traditional
systems of classical logic (term,
sentence, and predicate logic) and the philosophical
issues that surround those systems.

print $41.75 | eBook from $28.95
352pp | 2014 | 9781554811847

“This is the best introductory logic book I have read in
the last ten years, and the best examples since Lewis
Carroll.” — NATHANIEL NICOL, WASHINGTON STATE
UNIVERSITY

Deductive Logic in Natural Language
By Douglas Cannon
print $50.25 | eBook from $34.95

An Introduction to Metalogic
By Aladdin M. Yaqub
print $31.50 | eBook from $21.95
344pp | 2014 | 9781554811717

An Introduction to Metalogic begins with an
introduction to predicate logic and ends with
detailed outlines of the proofs of the incompleteness,
undecidability, and indefinability theorems, covering
many related topics in between.

302pp | 2003 | 9781551114453

This text offers an innovative approach to the teaching
of logic, rigorous but entirely non-symbolic.

Logic With Added Reasoning
By Michael Gabbay
print $53.50 | 224pp | 2002 | 9781551114057

This book explains in a clear and careful manner how
formal features of, and formal relations between,
ordinary declarative sentences are captured by the
systems of propositional and predicate logic.

Logical Options: An Introduction to
Classical and Alternative Logics
By John L. Bell, David DeVidi, and Graham Solomon
print $53.50
312pp | 2001 | 9781551112978

Logical Options introduces many-sorted logic, secondorder logic, modal logics, intuitionistic logic, threevalued logic, fuzzy logic, and free logic.
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PHILOSOPHICAL METHODS

More Precisely:
The Math You Need
to Do Philosophy
Second Edition
By Eric Steinhart
print $29.25 | eBook from $19.95
256pp | 2017 | 9781554813452

“This is a great resource! Philosophers have always
used the tools of mathematics to make their claims
clearer and more precise, even more so since the end
of the nineteenth century. Until now we haven’t had a
systematic way to acquire those tools. Steinhart’s book
remedies the situation, presenting the fundamental
ideas thoroughly and comprehensively. Highly
recommended for anyone getting into the serious
study of philosophy.” — ANTHONY DARDIS, HOFSTRA

Writing Argumentative Essays:
A Step-by-Step Guide

NEW!

laminated foldout $9.95 | eBook from $6.95
8pp | Spring 2022 | 9781554815272

This foldout reference guide provides students
with a portable and clear overview of the basics
of argumentative essay writing. Designed as a
supplement, it offers guidance on how to plan an
essay topic, conduct research, build an argument,
refine a thesis, and edit a draft. Advice on avoiding
plagiarism and documenting sources is included, as
are brief and up-to-date citation guidelines and a
sample argumentative essay.

The Theory
and Practice of
Experimental
Philosophy

UNIVERSITY

More Precisely is a rigorous and engaging introduction
to the math necessary to do philosophy. Eric
Steinhart provides lucid explanations of many basic
mathematical concepts and demonstrates how
mathematics applies to fundamental issues in various
branches of philosophy.

Is That a Fact?
A Field Guide to
Statistical and
Scientific Information

print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95
376pp | 2015 | 9781554810086

“This book is the real thing—a beautifully accessible,
wonderfully well-informed introduction to the field
from two highly accomplished practitioners.” —
JOSHUA KNOBE, YALE UNIVERSITY

Second Edition

An Introduction to Philosophical Methods

By Mark Battersby

By Chris Daly

print $31.95 | eBook from $21.95

print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95

304pp | 2016 | 9781554812448

“Is That a Fact? is conceived as an updating for the
Internet Age of Darrell Huff’s immensely popular 1954
classic, How to Lie with Statistics, with a somewhat
broader focus…. Huff’s book has sold more than a
million copies. Is That a Fact? deserves a similarly
large readership.” — DAVID HITCHCOCK, MCMASTER
UNIVERSITY, IN INFORMAL LOGIC

Is That a Fact? aims not only to explain how to
identify misleading statistics, but also to give readers
the understanding necessary to evaluate and use
statistical information in their own decision-making.
Graphs, images, and original cartoons are used to
visually illustrate concepts.
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By Justin Sytsma and
Jonathan Livengood

258pp | 2010 | 9781551119342

Rigorous yet accessible, this book introduces and
illustrates the methodological considerations that are
involved in current philosophical debates.

The Philosopher’s Dictionary
Third Edition
By Robert M. Martin
print $17.95 | eBook from $12.95
336pp | 2002 | 9781551114941

The Philosopher’s Dictionary is a comprehensive guide
to philosophical terms. Brief entries on hundreds of
the most important and best-known philosophers,
concepts, and philosophical topics are included.
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EPISTEMOLOGY & METAPHYSICS

Tell Me Something I Don’t Know:
Dialogues in Epistemology

NEW!

By Michael Veber

An Introduction to
Metaphysics
By Jack S. Crumley II

print $26.75 | eBook from $18.95

print $29.95 | eBook from $20.95

200pp | 2018 | 9781554813568

426pp | Spring 2022 | 9781554813759

“A terrific book, one that
manages to be both
illuminating and entertaining at
the same time. It’s an insightful,
reliable, and readable guide to
central issues in epistemology. I highly recommend it
to anyone interested in the theory of knowledge, from
undergraduate students to professional philosophers.
I can’t recall the last time a philosophy book made
me laugh out loud as this one did. Reading it made
me wish that Plato had included more jokes in his
dialogues.” — THOMAS KELLY, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Tell Me Something I Don’t Know is a collection of
original dialogues in epistemology, suitable for
student readers but also of interest to experts.
Familiar problems, theories, and arguments are
explored: second-order knowledge, epistemic
closure, the preface paradox, skepticism, pragmatic
encroachment, the Gettier problem, and more.
New ideas on each of these issues are also offered,
defended, and critiqued, often in humorous and
entertaining ways.

An Introduction to
Epistemology
Second Edition
By Jack S. Crumley II
print $37.50 |
eBook from $25.95

“This is a superb introductory
text on metaphysics. It is
engaging and accessible to
newcomers to this notoriously
abstruse area of philosophy.” — DAVID LIVINGSTONE
SMITH, UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND

An Introduction to Metaphysics offers a thorough
survey of central metaphysical topics, including truth,
universals, the nature of mind, personal identity, free
will, time, and the existence of God. The book is
pitched at an intermediate undergraduate level and is
suitable for students without background knowledge
in these areas. Topically organized, it examines a
variety of historical and contemporary positions
relevant to each of the included themes.

Knowledge and Inquiry:
Readings in Epistemology
Edited by K. Brad Wray
print $50.25 | 480pp | 2002 | 9781551114132

“This anthology captures the key developments
in contemporary epistemology—from theories of
justification and Gettier problems, to naturalized
epistemology and feminist epistemology. Sections
are well-organized, with well-chosen readings set in
relation to each other to encourage epistemological
dialogue. An excellent text!” — HEIDI GRASSWICK,
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE

320pp | 2009 |9781551119076

An Introduction to Epistemology strikes a balance
between the many issues that engage contemporary
epistemologists and the contributions of major
historical figures such as Descartes, Hume, and
Kant. Through engaging prose, Jack Crumley explains
the central issues and perspectives in a way that
is suitable to student readers yet accurate to the
primary literature.

Incompatibilism’s Allure
By Ishtiyaque Haji

What Should I Believe?
Philosophical Essays for Critical Thinking
Edited by Paul Gomberg
print $35.25 | 232pp | 2011 | 9781554810130

The collection introduces students to issues in the
philosophy of science, epistemology, and philosophy
of religion. Selections include works by Charles S.
Peirce, Stephen Jay Gould, Elizabeth Anscombe, and
Richard Dawkins.

print $39.75 | eBook from $27.95
224pp | 2008 | 9781551119199
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PHILOSOPHY OF MIND

PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE

Philosophy of Mind: Historical and
Contemporary Perspectives

The SemanticsPragmatics
Boundary in
Philosophy

Third Edition

Philosophy of Mind
Historical and
Contemporary Perspectives

Edited by Peter A.
Morton and Myrto
Mylopoulos

EDITED BY
P E T E R A . M O RT O N A N D
M Y RT O M Y L O P O U L O S

THIRD EDITION

Edited by Maite
Ezcurdia and Robert J.
Stainton

print $69.95 |
eBook from $48.95

print $58.75

720pp | 2020 | 9781554814008

This book introduces
students to the
principal issues in the philosophy of mind by
tracing the history of the subject from Plato and
Aristotle through to the present day. Over forty
primary source readings are included. Extensive
commentaries from the editors are provided to
guide student readers through the arguments and
jargon and to offer necessary historical context for
the readings. This new edition examines some of
the most exciting recent developments in the field,
including advances in theories about the mind’s
relation to action and agency.
Philosophy of Mind cover (d).indd 1

2019-07-29 1:32 PM

592pp | 2013 | 9781554810697

The boundary between semantics and pragmatics has
been important since the early twentieth century, but
in the last 25 years it has become the central issue in
the philosophy of language. This anthology collects
classic philosophical papers on the topic, along with
recent key contributions.

Perspectives in
the Philosophy of
Language: A Concise
Anthology
Edited by Robert J.
Stainton

A Brief Introduction to the
Philosophy of Mind

print $45.95

By Neil Campbell
print $28.95 | eBook from $19.95
224pp | 2005 | 9781551116174

“In this refreshingly non-polemical survey of the
major theories of mind, Campbell manages to be
rigorous without being overly technical.” — Amy Kind,
Claremont McKenna College

Mental Causation and the Metaphysics
of Mind: A Reader
Edited by Neil Campbell

368pp | 2000 | 9781551112534

This concise anthology
provides a core of essential primary sources for
courses in the philosophy of language.

Philosophical Perspectives on Language
By Robert J. Stainton
print $39.75 | eBook from $27.95
256pp | 1996 | 9781551110868

“... [A]n excellent resource for those new to the
philosophy of language.” — PATRICIA BLANCHETTE,

print $42.75 | 304pp | 2003 | 9781551115092

NOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY

Blindsight and the Nature of
Consciousness

Logicism and the Philosophy of Language:
Selections from Frege and Russell

By Jason Holt

Edited by Arthur Sullivan

print $30.95 | 160 pp | 2003 | 9781551113517

print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95
304pp | 2003 | 9781551114712
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PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Science and the
World:
Philosophical
Approaches

Technology and Society:
A Philosophical Guide

Edited by Jeffrey Foss

224pp | 2018 | 9781554812806

print $64.25
566pp | 2014 | 9781551116242

“This is a very thoughtful
collection that does
a great job of laying out the basic nature of science
and then connecting our understanding to real world
problems. It will be wonderful for students, and
general readers will find much of interest and value.” —
MICHAEL RUSE, FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

Science and the World includes both classic and
contemporary readings on the methods and scope
of science. Substantial introductions and critical
questions are provided for each reading.

Bringing Biology to Life: An Introduction
to the Philosophy of Biology
By Mahesh Ananth
print $37.50 |
eBook from $25.95
300pp | 2018 | 9781551119908

“Mahesh Ananth’s Bringing
Biology to Life does exactly
what it promises, which
is to bring to life core
topics in the philosophy of
biology. This book will be
eminently attractive not only
to the relative beginner but also to the most erudite
reader.… Those hoping to find a lively read will not be
disappointed.” — DAVID N. STAMOS, YORK UNIVERSITY
A guided tour of the philosophy of biology, canvassing
three broad areas: the early history of biology, from
Aristotle to Darwin; traditional debates regarding
species, function, and units of selection; and recent
efforts to better understand the human condition in
light of evolutionary biology.

By James Gerrie
print $31.95 | eBook from $21.95

“James Gerrie has compiled an
extremely useful primer for
issues relating to technology
and society, including
discussion of basic ethical principles and influential
philosophies of technology. Canonical as well as
contemporary sources are addressed with clarity
and succinctness. This guide will prove to be a useful
overview for students, as well for any general readers
interested in strengthening the foundations of their
thought about a set of urgent issues that dominate our
world with comprehensive force.” — MARK KINGWELL,
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Scientific Thinking
By Robert M. Martin
print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95
346pp | 1997 | 9781551111308

“Robert Martin’s book is an
excellent introduction to scientific
thinking, and in that respect, to
the philosophy of science.” — RICH
HUGHEN, TEACHING PHILOSOPHY

Oppositions and Paradoxes: Philosophical
Perplexities in Science and Mathematics
By John L. Bell
print $31.95 | eBook from $21.95
216pp | 2016 | 9781554813025

John L. Bell explains and
investigates the paradoxes
and puzzles that arise out of
conceptual oppositions in science
and mathematics, in the process
introducing such topics as non-Euclidean geometry,
relativity, and quantum physics.
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ETHICS

Moral Philosophy:
A Contemporary
Introduction

Ethical Theory:
A Concise Anthology
Third Edition
Edited by Heimir Geirsson and
Margaret R. Holmgren

By Daniel R. DeNicola
print $38.75 | eBook from $26.95
330pp | 2018 | 9781554813544

“Using DeNicola’s Moral
Philosophy: A Contemporary
Introduction has transformed my undergraduate
ethical theory course: for the first time, I have a
textbook that presents material at exactly the right
level of complexity, and keeps the students engaged
and enthusiastic about what they are learning. The
cases that open each chapter capture students’
attention, and the questions at the end of each
chapter lead to sophisticated and lively discussions.”
— LISA TESSMAN, BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY

print $48.95
424pp | 2018 | 9781554813988

This concise anthology collects important historical
and contemporary readings on the central ethical
theories, including Divine Command Theory,
Consequentialism, Deontology, Virtue Ethics, and
Feminist Ethics. Each section includes two or three of
the most important contributions to the field, together
with brief introductions from the editors. The third
edition offers expanded coverage of metaethics
through the addition of thought-provoking readings
from Susan Wolf, Gilbert Harman, and others.

Moral Philosophy: A Contemporary Introduction is
a compact yet comprehensive book offering an
explication and critique of the major theories that
have shaped philosophical ethics.

Ethical Reasoning:
Theory & Application

NEW!

print $20.95 | eBook from $14.95

A READER IN

MORAL PHILOSOPHY

A Reader in Moral
Philosophy
Edited by Daniel R. DeNicola
print $64.95 | eBook from $45.95
650pp | 2022 | 9781554813544

This lively anthology provides
classic and contemporary
defenses and critiques of
the central ethical theories, along with readings
on a selection of moral issues such as freedom
of expression, immigration, and the treatment of
non-human animals. Generous excerpts of canonical
texts are included alongside contemporary works, all
carefully selected and thoughtfully edited for student
use. Readings on the ethical theories are organized
intuitively, by implicit source of value: god, human
nature, culture, reason, consent, character, emotion,
care, particulars, and intuitions. The interconnections
among readings amplify teaching possibilities and
create a vigorous conversation about morality.
edited by Daniel R. DeNicola

By Andrew Kernohan
164pp | 2020 | 9781554814411

“This book offers a practical,
pluralistic approach to ethical
decision-making…. Overall,
Andrew Kernohan is successful in his goal: this book
is an excellent primer for cultivating a competency
in making difficult but necessary ethical decisions.”
— JUSTIN KITCHEN, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
NORTHRIDGE

This book guides readers through the basics of
several standard moral theories, showing their
strengths and weaknesses and emphasizing the ways
in which competing moral reasons can be collectively
employed to guide decision-making.

The Dimensions of Ethics:
An Introduction to Ethical Theory
By Wilfrid J. Waluchow
print $35.25 | eBook from $24.95
256pp | 2003 | 9781551114507

Moral Philosophy and A Reader in Moral Philosophy
can be used separately or packaged
together for $79.95.

“This book provides an excellent, wide-ranging, highly
readable introduction to ethical theory by a topnotch moral philosopher.” — MATTHEW H. KRAMER,
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED!

Readings in Ethics:
Moral Wisdom Past and Present
Edited by Louis Groarke, Paul
Groarke, and Paolo Biondi

Ethical Issues:
Perspectives for Canadians
Fourth Edition
Ethical
Issues
PERSPECTIVES FOR CANADIANS

print $59.95 | eBook from $41.95

Edited by Eldon Soifer, Doug Al-Maini,
Ann Levey, and Angus Taylor
4TH EDITION

(available only in Canada and the US)
688pp | 2021 | 9781554813643

“In my twenty-five years of
teaching both introductory ethics
and ‘meaning of life’ courses, I’ve never come across
a reader such as this. Readings in Ethics solves the
knotty problem of integrating ethical theory with the
vast wealth of wisdom traditions informing most of
humanity’s search for how to live. This meticulously
selected kaleidoscope of readings provides a nearcomprehensive sketch of an enormous ethical landscape
without being unwieldy. The introductions and chapter
questions are written accessibly, and suggested
readings provide helpful doorways to further inquiry. I
expect to be using this book for years to come.” —DAVID
L. HILDEBRAND, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO DENVER

Being Ethical: Classic and New Voices
on Contemporary Issues

print $64.95 | eBook from $44.95
(available only in Canada)
800pp | 2020 | 97815548135825

This anthology introduces students to a number of
important topics, such as our obligations toward the
environment, the treatment of non-human animals,
abortion, assisted reproduction, end-of-life decisionmaking, freedom of expression, war, multiculturalism,
and more. Readings have been carefully selected
to represent a broad array of perspectives and
arguments. Relevant legislation, court cases, and
other non-philosophical works complement the
writings of professional philosophers to provide
students with multiple approaches to the issues.
The fourth edition has been thoroughly updated
throughout and includes a greater number of
readings from women.

Animals and Ethics:
An Overview of the
Philosophical Debate

Edited by Shari Collins, Bertha Alvarez Manninen,
Jacqueline M. Gately, and Eric Comerford
print $59.95 (available only in Canada and the US)

Third Edition

672pp | 2016 | 9781554812981

This anthology takes a broad approach to ethics,
incorporating traditional topics and texts while
bringing in voices and themes that are too often
excluded from the canon. A substantial section on
ethical theory is provided, as are readings on topics
such as oppression, sex, identity, the environment,
life and death, war and terror, and caring for others.
Accessible introductions and discussion questions
are included throughout.

Moral Matters Second Edition
By Jan Narveson
print $40.75 | eBook from $28.95
352pp | 1999 | 9781551112121

Hypocrisy: Ethical Investigations
By Béla Szabados and Eldon Soifer
print $39.75 | eBook from $27.95
352pp | 2004 | 9781551115573

Edited by Eldon Soifer, Doug
Al-Maini, Ann Levey, and
Angus Taylor

By Angus Taylor
print $35.25 | eBook from $24.95
240pp | 2009 | 9781551119762

“Angus Taylor’s Animals & Ethics is, quite simply, the
finest text on animal ethics available.” — MATTHEW
CALARCO, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FULLERTON

Moral Issues in Global Perspective
Second Edition
Edited by Christine Koggel
VOLUME ONE: MORAL AND POLITICAL THEORY
print $47.95 | 376pp | 2006 | 9781551117478
VOLUME TWO: HUMAN DIVERSITY AND EQUALITY
print $47.95 | 412pp | 2006 | 9781551117485
VOLUME THREE: MORAL ISSUES
print $47.95 | 320pp | 2006 | 9781551117492
15
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ETHICS continued

BIOMEDICAL ETHICS

Pandemic Bioethics

NEW!

Concepts and Cases in
Nursing Ethics

By Gregory E. Pence

PANDEMIC
BIOETHICS

print $19.95 | eBook from $13.95
256pp | 2021 | 9781554815210

“Pandemic Bioethics is an
extraordinary achievement.
Pence expertly blends a wide
range of relevant information
about the pandemic with a variety of ethical theories
to explore the many issues the pandemic raises for
bioethics. This book could serve as the basis for a
course in bioethics, but it is so readable that it should
interest anyone who wants a better understanding of
decision making during the ongoing COVID-19 crisis.”

CONCEPTS
AND CASES IN
NURSING ETHICS
4 th E D I T I O N

gregory e. pence

— PETER SINGER, PROFESSOR OF BIOETHICS, PRINCETON
UNIVERSITY

In this timely book, Gregory Pence examines a
number of issues relating to the COVID-19 pandemic,
including the fair allocation of scarce medical
resources, immunity passports, tradeoffs between
protecting senior citizens and allowing children to
flourish, discrimination against minorities and the
disabled, and the myriad issues raised by vaccines.

The Ethics of Pandemics
Edited by Meredith Celene
Schwartz
print $64.95 | eBook from $44.95
160pp | 2020 | 9781554815449

This collection of readings
and case studies offers an
overview of some of the most
pressing issues that have arisen during the COVID-19
pandemic, such as the allocation of scarce resources,
the curtailing of standard privacy measures for the
sake of public health, and the potential obligations
of health-care professionals to continue operating in
dangerous work environments.

Personal Identity and Ethics
By David Shoemaker
print $40.75 | 304pp | 2008 | 9781551118826

Character, Virtue Theories, and the Vices
By Christine McKinnon
print $42.75 | eBook from $29.95
272pp | 1999 | 9781551112251
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Michael Yeo, Anne Moorhouse,
Pamela Khan, and Patricia Rodney

Fourth Edition
Edited by Michael Yeo, Anne
Moorhouse, Pamela Khan,
and Patricia Rodney
print $68.25 | eBook from $47.95
450pp | 2020 | 9781554813971

Concepts and Cases in Nursing Ethics is an introduction
to contemporary ethical issues in health care
designed for Canadians, especially nurses and other
health-care providers. The book is organized around
six key concepts: beneficence, autonomy, truthtelling,
confidentiality, justice, and integrity. Each of these
concepts is explained and discussed with reference to
ethical, professional, and legal norms. The discussion
is then supplemented by case studies that exemplify
the relevant concepts and show how each applies in
health-care practice. This new fourth edition features
an added chapter on end-of-life issues as well as an
addendum on COVID-19.

Ethical and Legal Issues
in Nursing
By Joseph P. DeMarco and
Gary E. Jones, with Barbara
J. Daly
print $49.95 | eBook from $34.95
340pp | 2019 | 9781554813964

This book is a comprehensive introduction to the
many ethical and legal issues that arise in the
practice of nursing. Ethical analysis is supplemented
with the rigorous discussion of precedents from the
American legal system as well as the requirements of
professional codes operating at the national and state
levels. Topics include informed consent, end-of-life
treatment, impaired decisional capacity, privacy and
confidentiality, and much more.

The Price of Compassion:
Assisted Suicide and Euthanasia
Edited by Michael Stingl
print $37.50 | 328pp | 2010 | 9781551118833
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THE BOOKS BELOW ARE INTENDED
PRIMARILY FOR COURSES IN THE
UNITED STATES

Bioethics in Context:
Moral, Legal, and Social
Perspectives

THE BOOKS BELOW ARE INTENDED
PRIMARILY FOR COURSES IN CANADA

Readings in Health
Care Ethics
Second Edition

By Joseph P. DeMarco and
Gary E. Jones

Edited by Elisabeth
(Boetzkes) Gedge and
Wilfrid J. Waluchow

print $59.95 | eBook from $41.95

print $78.25

520pp | 2016 | 9781554812349

680pp | 2012 | 9781554810383

“This is a terrific, highly engaging introduction to
bioethics. It gives practitioners and students of
medicine, nursing, and law the language, theoretical
background and basic legal knowledge to join the
conversation about important contemporary problems
in bioethics, and includes plenty of practice thinking
through knotty problems.” — MICHELLE M. MELLO,
STANFORD LAW SCHOOL

In Bioethics in Context, Gary Jones and Joseph
DeMarco connect ethical theory, medicine, and
the law, guiding readers toward a practical and
legally grounded understanding of key issues in
health care ethics.

Bioethics: Legal and
Clinical Case Studies
By Gary E. Jones and
Joseph P. DeMarco
print $34.95 |
eBook from $23.95
400pp | 2017 | 9781554813575

This is a case-based
introduction to central
topics in bioethics. Each chapter includes a selection
of important legal cases as well as clinical case
studies. The case studies are presented as moral
dilemmas, and are conducive to rich class discussion.
A companion website offers a curated collection of
relevant legal precedents as well as additional case
studies and other resources.
Bioethics in Context and Bioethics: Legal and
Clinical Case Studies can be used separately or
packaged together at a discounted price.

“Both in their choice of topics and in their choice of
readings, Professors Gedge and Waluchow have
shown great sensitivity to the diversity and complexity
of issues in health care. I will definitely be using this
collection the next time I teach bioethics.” — JOHN
BAKER, UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY

Readings in Health Care Ethics provides a wide-ranging
selection of important and engaging contributions to
the field of health care ethics, designed especially to
address the issues most pertinent to Canadians.

Well and Good:
Case Studies in
Health Care Ethics
Fourth Edition
By John Thomas, Wilfrid
J. Waluchow, and
Elisabeth Gedge
print $39.75 |
eBook from $27.95
336pp | 2014 | 9781554811724

Well and Good presents a combination of classic and
little-known cases in health care ethics. These cases,
accompanied by information about the major ethical
theories, give students a chance to grapple with the
ethical challenges faced by health care practitioners,
policy makers, and recipients. The authors’ narrative
style and leading questions provoke interest and
engagement, while allowing readers to work through
complicated issues for themselves.
Readings in Health Care Ethics and Well and Good
can be used separately or packaged together
at a discounted price.
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BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

Business in Ethical Focus

Ethical Challenges to Business as Usual

Second Edition

Second Edition
Edited by Fritz Allhoff,
Alexander Sager, and
Anand J. Vaidya
print $86.95 |
eBook from $62.95
(available only in Canada
and the US)
768pp | 2016 | 9781554812516

“This is an excellent
collection—touching on
all of the major issues relevant to business ethics, from
foundational questions about morality and the nature
of business to cutting edge topics.” — MATTHEW LISTER,
WHARTON SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

This comprehensive anthology of classic and
contemporary essays and case studies introduces
central ideas on corporate social responsibility and
the place of business in a just society. Other topics
include diversity in the workplace, sexual harassment,
workplace rights, environmental responsibility, global
business, intellectual property, bribery, and ethical
issues in advertising and marketing. Over twenty
case studies and seventy readings are provided, along
with introductions to each theme and to the study of
business ethics in general.

Ethical Issues in Business:
Inquiries, Cases, and Readings
Second Edition
Edited by Peg Tittle
print $58.75
(available only in Canada
and the US)
568pp | 2016 | 9781554812400

This popular business
ethics text includes
a broad selection of
readings, along with
real-life case studies
and thought-provoking hypothetical scenarios.
Topics range from whistleblowing and advertising
to international business, the nature of capitalism,
and the environment. A substantial introduction to
the basic concepts of business ethics and of ethical
theory is also provided.
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NEW!

Edited by Shari Collins
print $59.95 |
eBook from $41.95
400pp | Spring 2022|
9781554814510

Ethical Challenges to
Business as Usual offers
a fresh approach to
the ethics of business,
casting a critical eye on
entrenched assumptions
and practices. This anthology includes central works
from theorists such as John Locke, Karl Marx, Milton
Friedman, and Thomas Piketty, while also introducing
new voices on topics such as racial discrimination
in the workplace, factory farming, climate change,
affirmative action, and whistleblowing. A truly
applied anthology, the book contains case studies
that enable students to see “real-world” applications
of the theories at issue.

Business Ethics:
The Big Picture
Edited by Mark C. Vopat
and Alan Tomhave
print $48.95
(available only in Canada
and the US)
325pp | 2018 | 9781554814305

Business Ethics: The Big Picture asks students to
focus on the assumptions underlying the activity
of business. Why does society provide special
protections for businesses? What is the purpose of a
corporation? What do businesses owe society? And
are there some things that shouldn’t be distributed
by the free market? These questions are addressed
through classic readings from such central ﬁgures
as Adam Smith and Karl Marx, in addition to
contemporary selections from Milton Friedman, R.
Edward Freeman, Debra Satz, and others. A number
of compelling real-world case studies are also
included.
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Business Ethics: An
Interactive Introduction
By Andrew Kernohan
print $39.75 | eBook from $27.95
264pp | 2015 | 9781554811502

RECENTLY PUBLISHED!

Professions in Ethical Focus
Second Edition

PRO

“Kernohan incorporates economic
insights (including behavioral decision theory) to a
degree rare in business ethics texts, and ends each
chapter with a useful case study. In sum, this is an
outstanding text.” — GARY JAMES JASON, CALIFORNIA
STATE UNIVERSITY, FULLERTON

This book provides an overview of the basic tools of
ethical decision-making and shows how each can be
used to resolve moral problems in business. Online
exercises offer immediate feedback for testing and
student review.

Business Cases in
Ethical Focus
Edited by Fritz Allhoff and
Alexander Sager
print $36.75 | eBook from $25.95
250pp | 2019 | 9781554813742

Business Cases in Ethical Focus is a collection of indepth case studies from around the world covering
all major areas of business ethics. Thirty-five cases
are included, with topics ranging from the ethics
of entrepreneurship and finance to the challenges
that diversity raises for business and the moral
issues implicated in selling cannabis. The cases are
provocative yet sufficiently complex to convey the
difficulty of moral dilemmas and the potential for
reasonable disagreement. This book can be used
on its own or as a supplemental text for group
discussions and assignments.

Corporate Social
Responsibility:
An Ethical Approach
By Mark S. Schwartz
print $30.95 | eBook from $21.95
176pp | 2011 | 9781551112947

“Dr. Schwartz’s brilliantly written book is a musthave for anyone with an interest in corporate social
responsibility.” — PROFESSOR ADAM LINDGREEN,
CARDIFF BUSINESS SCHOOL, UK
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Jonathan Milgrim, and
Anand J. Vaidya
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print $82.95 |
eBook from $57.95
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(available only in Canada
and the US)
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“The second edition of
Professions in Ethical
Focus is an excellent text for any professional ethics
course…. I also commend the editors’ commitment to
diversity. Selections for this volume include voices that
are often underrepresented, and they touch on topics
such as Eastern and African philosophy. This book
answers needs that have gone unaddressed in the field
of professional ethics for some time.” — BRIAN GATSCH,
th

ol

og

y

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

This second edition of Professions in Ethical Focus
comprises over seventy readings complemented by
twenty case studies with corresponding discussion
questions. These resources are organized into several
thematic units, including “conflicts of interest,” “honesty,
deception, and trust,” “privacy and confidentiality,” and
“professionalism, diversity, and pluralism.” An alternative
table of contents is also provided, identifying readings
that bear on particular professions such as engineering,
journalism, medicine, law, and policing. The book’s
introductory unit offers short selections from classic and
contemporary ethical theory, including non-Western
traditions. All of the readings have been introduced by
the editors and carefully excerpted for relevance, always
with the needs of student readers in mind.

Ethics and Professionalism in Engineering
By Richard H. McCuen and Kristin L. Gilroy
print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95
252pp | 2011 | 9781551112831

Learning through Disagreement:
A Workbook for the Ethics of Business
By Marvin T. Brown
print $15.95 | eBook from $10.95
88pp | 2014 | 9781554812172
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ENVIRONMENTAL PHILOSOPHY

NEW!

SEX & GENDER

Environmental
Philosophy
in Desperate Times

Beyond the Binary:
Thinking about Sex
and Gender

By Justin Pack

By Shannon Dea

print $24.95 | eBook from $17.95

print $28.95 |
eBook from $19.95

160pp | Spring 2022 | 9781554815364

ENVIRONMENTAL
PHILOSOPHY
IN DESPERATE TIMES
JUSTIN PACK

Environmental Philosophy in
Desperate Times examines
environmental philosophy in the context of climate
denial, inaction, and thoughtlessness. It introduces
readers to the varied theories and movements of
environmental philosophy. But more than that, it seeks
to unsettle our received understanding of the world
and our role in it, especially through consideration of
Indigenous, feminist, and radical voices.

Environmental Ethics:
An Interactive Introduction

224pp | 2016 | 9781554812837

How many sexes are there?
What is the relationship
between sex and gender? Is gender a product of
nature, or nurture, or both? In Beyond the Binary,
Shannon Dea addresses these questions while
introducing readers to evidence and theoretical
perspectives from a range of cultures and disciplines,
and from sources spanning three millennia.

Philosophizing About Sex

By Andrew Kernohan

By Laurie J. Shrage and Robert
Scott Stewart

print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95

print $39.75 | eBook from $27.95

368pp | 2012 | 9781554810413

296pp | 2015 | 9781554810093

This book concisely introduces basic moral theories,
discusses how these theories can be extended to
consider the non-human world, and examines how
environmental ethics interacts with modern society’s
economic approach to the environment. Online
multiple choice questions encourage the reader’s
active learning.

Rethinking Wilderness
By Mark Woods
print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95
312pp | 2017 | 9781551113487

In Rethinking Wilderness, Mark
Woods examines the concept
and value of wilderness, and
responds to seven prominent
anti-wilderness arguments.

“... [T]he best available
introduction to the philosophy
of sex.” — DAVID ARCHARD, THE
PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY

Philosophizing About Sex provides a critical guide
to topical debates about human sexuality. Each
chapter takes a general issue (e.g., freedom, privacy,
education, objectification, violence, responsibility,
etc.) and shows how it can be illuminated by careful
philosophical investigation.

Sexual Harassment:
An Introduction to the Conceptual and
Ethical Issues
By Keith Dromm
print $28.95 | eBook from $19.95
172pp | 2012 | 9781554810109

Canadian Issues in Environmental Ethics
Edited by Alex Wellington, Allan Greenbaum, and
Wesley Cragg

“The best book currently available on the subject.
Essential reading for anyone teaching or thinking
about sexual harassment in the contemporary
philosophical, legal, and business professions.”

print $45.75 | 416pp | 1997 | 9781551111285

— MARTIN CLANCY, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURIKANSAS CITY
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LIFE, DEATH, & HUMAN NATURE

Thinking Through Food:
A Philosophical Introduction
By Alexandra Plakias

Happy Lives, Good Lives:
A Philosophical
Examination
By Jennifer Wilson Mulnix and
M.J. Mulnix

print $24.75 | eBook from $16.95
160pp | 2018 | 9781554814312

An accessible and wide-ranging introduction to a
variety of issues relating to food production and
consumption. The book begins with discussions
of the metaphysics and epistemology of food,
then moves on to debates about the ethics of
eating animals, the environmental impacts of food
production, and the role of technology in our food
supply, before concluding with discussions of food
access, health, and justice.

Philosophy and Death:
Introductory Readings
Edited by Samantha Brennan
and Robert J. Stainton
print $56.75
416pp | 2009 | 9781551119021

An outstanding selection of core readings from
the philosophical literature on death. The views of
ancient writers such as Plato, Epicurus, and Lucretius
are set alongside the work of contemporary figures
such as Thomas Nagel, John Perry, and Judith Jarvis
Thomson. Brennan and Stainton divide the anthology
into three parts. Part one considers questions
about the nature of death and our knowledge of it,
part two asks how we should view death, and part
three examines ethical questions related to killing,
particularly abortion, euthanasia, and suicide.

Suicide: The Philosophical Dimensions
By Michael Cholbi

print $32.50 | eBook from $22.95
344pp | 2015 | 9781554811007

Happy Lives, Good Lives is an introduction to a variety
of perspectives on happiness. Among the questions
at issue: Is happiness only a state of mind, or is it
something more? Is it the same for everyone? Is it
under our control, and if so, to what extent? Can we
be mistaken about whether we are happy? What role,
if any, does happiness play in living a good life?

Theories of Happiness: An Anthology
Edited by Jennifer Wilson Mulnix and M.J. Mulnix
print $46.95 | eBook from $32.95
(available only in Canada and the US)
480pp | 2015 | 9781554811014

Through historical and contemporary readings in
philosophy, psychology, and the social sciences, this
collection brings out the key insights and strengths of
several competing conceptions of happiness and the
good life.

Readings on
Human Nature
Edited by Peter Loptson
print $69.50
580pp | 1998 | 9781551111568

Forty-five readings, ranging in time from ancient
Greece to the present, and in political orientation
from Ayn Rand to John Rawls.

print $28.95 | eBook from $19.95
192pp | 2011 | 9781551119052

Theories of Human Nature

Philosophy and the Emotions: A Reader

Third Edition

Edited by Stephen Leighton

By Peter Loptson

print $53.50 | 324pp | 2003 | 9781551113715

print $31.95 | eBook from $21.95

Human Life and the Natural World: Readings
in the History of Western Philosophy
Edited by Owen Goldin and Patricia Kilroe
print $37.50 | 268pp | 1997 | 9781551111070

304pp | 2006 | 9781551116532

“I cannot think of a better book to which to refer
someone who wants to understand in a short compass
what Aristotle, liberalism, Rousseau, Marx, or
feminism are all about.” — JULIAN YOUNG, UNIVERSITY
OF AUCKLAND, DIALOGUE
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SOCIAL-POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

The Broadview Anthology of Social and
Political Thought: Essential Readings
Ancient, Modern, and Contemporary Texts
Edited by Andrew
Bailey, Samantha
Brennan, Will Kymlicka,
Jacob Levy, Alexander
Sager, and Clark Wolf

“This is a wonderful collection, with great introductory
essays.” — KWAME ANTHONY APPIAH, NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY

“An outstanding collection of readings drawn from
classical and contemporary political thought.”
— GILLIAN BROCK, UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE
FOLLOWING SPLIT VOLUMES

Volume One: From Plato to Nietzsche

print $64.95
1040pp | 2012 |
9781554811021

print $62.95 | 1136pp | 2008 | 9781551117423

This volume contains
a carefully curated
selection of the important works in political and
social philosophy from ancient times through to
the present. Every selection has been painstakingly
annotated, and each figure is given a substantial
introduction highlighting his or her major contribution
within the tradition. The Broadview Anthology of Social
and Political Thought sets the new standard for social
and political philosophy instruction.

Volume Two: The Twentieth Century
and Beyond
print $39.75 | 588pp | 2008 | 9781551118994

From Machiavelli to Nietzsche
print $48.25 | modified eBook* from $33.95
780pp | 2018 | 9781554814220

This volume includes all material from Part III and
Part IV of Volume One (see contents below).
*Modified ebook includes over 90% of print book’s
content (ISBN 9781554815616).

CONTENTS

(entries in italics are included in the Essential Readings volume)

VOLUME ONE
Part I: The Classical
Period
Thucydides
Plato
Aristotle
Polybius
Marcus Tullius
Cicero
Lucius Annaeus
Seneca
Part II: The
Medieval Period
St. Augustine
Al-Farabi
Moses Maimonides
St. Thomas Aquinas
Marsilius of Padua
Christine de Pizan
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Part III: The Early
Modern Period
Niccolò Machiavelli
Martin Luther
John Calvin
Thomas Hobbes
John Locke
Mary Astell
Montesquieu
David Hume
Jean-Jacques
Rousseau
Adam Smith
Immanuel Kant
Thomas Jefferson
Alexander Hamilton
and James Madison
Olympe de Gouges
Mary Wollstonecraft
Edmund Burke

Part IV: The
Nineteenth Century
Benjamin Constant
Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel
Jeremy Bentham
John Stuart Mill
Harriet (Hardy)
Taylor Mill
Sojourner Truth
Alexis de Tocqueville
Henry David
Thoreau
Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels
Friedrich Nietzsche

VOLUME TWO
Power and the State
Emma Goldman
V.I. Lenin
Leon Trotsky
John Dewey
Max Weber
Carl Schmitt
Friedrich Hayek
Giovanni Gentile
Hannah Arendt
Race, Gender, and
Colonialism
W.E.B. Du Bois
Simone de Beauvoir
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Mahatma Gandhi
Frantz Fanon
Iris Young
Catharine
MacKinnon

Rights-Based
Liberalism and Its
Critics
John Rawls
Robert Nozick
G.A. Cohen
Isaiah Berlin
Charles Taylor
Michael Sandel
Michael Walzer
Will Kymlicka
Jürgen Habermas
Michel Foucault
Amartya Sen
Martha Nussbaum
Susan Moller Okin
Thomas Pogge
Harry Brighouse and
Adam Swift
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Readings in Political Philosophy:
Theory and Applications

Life Examined: Foundational Themes in
Ethical and Socio-Political Thought

spine .9468”

Edited by Diane Jeske and Richard Fumerton

“Life Examined comprises an astoundingly wide range of material, appropriate not only for a
variety of introductory philosophy courses but also for intermediate and more advanced courses in
everything from ethics and economics to political theory and social criticism. The admirably diverse

Edited by Nick Garside,
Jonathan Lavery, and
Charles Wells

Garside,
Lavery,
and Wells

and well balanced selection includes readings by authors from Siddhartha Gautama to Naomi Klein,

print $74.50 | 1168pp | 2011 | 9781551117652

resource that readers will want to return to for years to come.”

 ,   

“This anthology will help students to escape the horizons of their own settled ways of life by presenting
them with a diversity of historical, cultural, political, and philosophical perspectives. The selections
are drawn from Western and Eastern philosophical traditions as well as indigenous and radical voices

“A terrific textbook for
introducing
students of any
L
age to political philosophy.”
deeply critical of the canon and the values it champions. At the same time, the selections are not

fashionably eclectic but chosen with clear philosophical purpose, concisely explained in the overview
essays by the editors which begin each chapter. The text should stand out in a very crowded ﬁeld.”

 ,   

ife Examined is an anthology of carefully edited readings designed to serve as an introduction to
many of the fundamental concepts of ethical and socio-political thought. It includes primary
sources from a variety of traditions, with selections that range chronologically from

ancient times through to the present day. These readings have been thoughtfully selected, edited,
and contextualized to provide students with opportunities to sharpen their capacities for critical

and theoretical reﬂection. The book begins with three key texts that frame the historical discourse.

Subsequent chapters are organized around ethical themes and theoretical questions that have animated

debates throughout the ages, including the nature of practical rationality, scientiﬁc reasoning, wisdom,

the law, equality, power, violence, and identity.

— ROB REICH, STANFORD

Nick Garside, Jonathan Lavery, and Charles Wells teach at Wilfrid Laurier University, Brantford.

UNIVERSITY
Pieter Bruegel the Elder,
The Fall of the Rebel Angels
(1562)

This anthology surveys
important issues in Western
political philosophy from
Plato to the present day.
Each unit includes readings on both fundamental
theoretical principles and contemporary issues, as
well as court cases and other political documents.

LIFE EX A MINED

representing various disciplines and eras, numerous countries and continents, different cultures and

languages, and widely differing value systems and moral perspectives. This is an ideal textbook, and a

ISBN 978-1-55481-384-1
ISBN 978-1-55481-384-1

broadview press

www.broadviewpress.com

BV LifeExamined FullCover-F PRINT.indd 1

Globalization and International
Development: The Ethical Issues
Edited by H.E. Baber and
Denise Dimon

broadview

print $71.95 |
eBook from $49.95

LIFE
EX A MINED

(available only in Canada
and the US)
656pp | 2019 | 9781554813841

FOUNDATIONAL
THEMES IN
ETHICAL AND
SOCIO-POLITICAL
THOUGHT

Life Examined is an
anthology of carefully
edited readings designed to serve as an introduction
to many of the fundamental concepts of ethical and
socio-political thought. It includes primary sources
from a variety of traditions, with selections that
range chronologically from ancient times through
to the present day. The book begins with three key
texts that frame the historical discourse. Subsequent
chapters are organized around ethical themes and
theoretical questions that have animated debates
throughout the ages, including the nature of practical
rationality, scientific reasoning, wisdom, the law,
equality, power, violence, and identity.
edited by Nick Garside, Jonathan Lavery, and Charles Wells

2019-07-16 11:12 AM

print $64.25
672pp | 2013 | 9781554810123

This anthology offers a wide
selection of readings on
the contemporary moral
issues that arise from the
division between the Global
North and South. Includes
current empirical data and
accessible readings from economists and other social
scientists, as well as philosophical discussion of the
ethical issues at play.

Ancient Political Thought: A Reader
Edited by Richard N. Bosley and Martin M. Tweedale
print $31.95
(available only in Canada and the US)
392pp | 2013 | 9781551118116

This book includes not only classic political
philosophers such as Plato, Aristotle, and Cicero,
but a number of dramatists and historians as well.
Comprehensive introductions explain the historical
context and trace general lines of thought.

Contemporary Feminist Theory and
Activism: Six Global Issues
By Wendy Lynne Lee
print $31.95 |
eBook from $21.95
258pp | 2009 | 9781551119045

This book explores six issues
that are vital to a meaningful
feminist movement. Lee’s
aim is to draft a model for
a reinvigorated feminism
whose practical vitality and
theoretical sophistication
can provide foundational support for feminism’s
emancipatory movements.

A Feminist I: Reflections from Academia
By Christine Overall
print $28.95 | eBook from $19.95
216pp | 1998 | 9781551112190
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SOCIAL-POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY continued

Racism, Hypocrisy, and Bad Faith:
A Moral Challenge to the America I Love
“Julius Bailey is one of the most original and courageous philosophers
of his generation.” —Cornel West

The Morality of War
Second Edition

By Julius Bailey

By Brian Orend

print $27.25 | eBook from $18.95

print $39.95 |
eBook from $27.95

R AC ISM , H Y P O C RISY
and

BA D FA I T H
A Moral Challenge to the America I Love

224pp | 2020 | 9781554814985

344pp | 2013 | 9781554810956

“Racism, Hypocrisy, and Bad
Faith: A Moral Challenge to the
America I Love is the prophetic
thunder that is needed in such a
time as this. The book is meant
to convict and convert us to a higher moral standard
grounded in truth and justice, instead of hypocrisy and
bad faith.” — ANDRE E. JOHNSON, THE UNIVERSITY OF

“Brian Orend is
unquestionably the most
original, thoughtful, lucid,
and comprehensive writer
on the just war tradition since Michael Walzer.… This
splendid new edition is easily the most important
work in its field in a generation.” — GEORGE R. LUCAS,

MEMPHIS

PROFESSOR OF ETHICS & PUBLIC POLICY, NAVAL

JULIUS BAILEY

Julius Bailey’s latest book discusses hypocrisy and
mistrust in the American political system, especially
as these pertain to racial minorities and low-income
groups. Topics include hate speech, gerrymandering,
use of the Confederate flag, and the practices of the
Trump administration.

Racial Realities and Post-Racial Dreams:
The Age of Obama and Beyond
By Julius Bailey
print $26.75 | eBook from $18.95
224pp | 2016| 9781554813162

“Julius Bailey is a grand prophetic intellectual with
deep roots in the Black freedom struggle and genuine
routes to new radical democratic possibilities. Racial
Realities and Post-Racial Dreams is a courageous
and powerful text, indispensable for any serious
reflection about the future of America and the world!”
— CORNEL WEST, AUTHOR OF RACE MATTERS

Victims and Victimhood
By Trudy Govier

POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

One of the most widely-read books ever written on
the topic of just war theory, The Morality of War is an
engaging examination of the ethics and practice of
war and peace in today’s world.

Nonviolence, Peace, and Justice:
A Philosophical Introduction
By Kit R. Christensen
print $35.25 | eBook from $24.95
192pp | 2009 | 9781551119960

This book introduces a range of relevant belief
systems, philosophical positions, and policy problems
concerning violence, war, and justice.

Humanitarian Intervention:
Moral and Philosophical Issues
Edited by Aleksandar Jokic
Introduced by Burleigh Wilkins
print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95
160pp | 2003 | 9781551114897

print $29.95 | eBook from $20.95
248pp | 2015 | 9781554810994

“This remarkably balanced and clearheaded book pursues philosophical
questions about victims that philosophers have not
much engaged. Trudy Govier asks us to think carefully
about what makes someone a victim, whether a victim
is necessarily innocent or credible, why victims need to
be heard, and what victims really need and deserve.”
— MARGARET URBAN WALKER, MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
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Lessons of Kosovo:
The Dangers of Humanitarian Intervention
Edited by Aleksandar Jokic
Introduced by Burleigh Wilkins
print $37.50 | 184pp | 2003 | 9781551115450
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PHILOSOPHY OF LAW

Propaganda and the
Ethics of Persuasion

Readings in the Philosophy of Law
Third Edition

Second Edition
By Randal Marlin

Edited by Keith Culver
and Michael Giudice

print $35.25 |
eBook from $24.95

print $78.75 |
eBook from $59.95
512pp | 2017 | 9781554812523

392pp | 2013 | 9781554810918

This book develops a
sophisticated account of
propaganda. It begins with
a brief historical overview of Western propaganda,
and then examines the ethical implications of various
forms of persuasion—not only hate propaganda but
also insidious elements of more generally acceptable
communication such as advertising and public
relations.

Readings in the
Philosophy of Law
brings together central
texts on such topics
as legal reasoning, the limits of individual liberty,
responsibility and punishment, and international law.
This third edition is updated to take account of the
rise of legal pluralism, debates over judicial review of
constitutional rights, anti-terrorism laws, hate crime,
and non-state law at both regional and global levels.

The Immorality of Punishment
print $31.95 | eBook from $21.95

Canadian Cases in
the Philosophy of
Law

192pp | 2011 | 9781554810550

Fifth Edition

Michael Zimmerman argues forcefully that not only
our current practice but indeed any practice of legal
punishment is deeply morally repugnant, no matter
how vile the behavior it targets.

Edited by J.E.
Bickenbach, Keith C.
Culver, and Michael
Giudice

Human Rights: Concept and Context

print $33.50 |
eBook from $22.95

By Brian Orend

424pp | 2018 | 9781554812714

By Michael J. Zimmerman

print $37.50 | eBook from $25.95
272pp | 2002 | 9781551114361

This book addresses a number of conceptual
questions related to human rights and offers a
detailed account of how the notion of human
rights came to be such a powerful force in the
contemporary world.

This is a collection of legal decisions, edited to
present key legal principles and methods of judicial
reasoning in action. Topics include constitutional law,
fundamental freedoms, equality rights, autonomy
and self-determination, procedural justice, civil and
criminal responsibility, and Indigenous issues.

Legal Reasoning

The Libertarian Idea

By Martin P. Golding

By Jan Narveson

print $26.75 | 176pp | 2001 | 9781551114224

print $31.95 | eBook from $21.95

How do judges justify their decisions? What sort of
arguments do they use? In what ways do they rely on
legal precedent? Golding addresses these and other
questions using a blend of text and readings.

386pp | 2001 | 9781551114217

“[In] Narveson’s new, bold, and highly readable
book ... he aims, quite simply, to provide the secure
foundations that libertarianism apparently lacks.”
— CANADIAN PHILOSOPHICAL REVIEW
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PHILOSOPHY OF ART & AESTHETICS

Art and Interpretation:
An Anthology of Readings in Aesthetics
and the Philosophy of Art

The Aesthetics of Natural Environments
Edited by Allen Carlson and Arnold Berleant
print $50.25

Edited by Eric Dayton

312pp | 2004 | 9781551114705

print $74.75 | 608pp | 1999 | 9781551111902

Art and Interpretation is a comprehensive anthology
of readings on aesthetics. It includes selections
from a wide variety of works in aesthetic theory,
both classical and modern. The approach is often
cross-disciplinary. Within the discipline of philosophy
it seeks to balance readings from the analytic
tradition with continental European, hermeneutical
postmodern (including deconstructionist), and
feminist readings.

The Extraordinary in
the Ordinary:
The Aesthetics of
Everyday Life

The Aesthetics of Natural
Environments is a collection
of essays investigating
philosophical and aesthetic
issues that arise in our
appreciation of natural
environments. Topics
covered include the nature
and value of natural
beauty, the relationship between art appreciation
and nature appreciation, the role of knowledge in
the aesthetic appreciation of nature, the importance
of environmental participation to the appreciation
of environments, and the connections between
the aesthetic appreciation of nature and our
ethical obligations concerning its maintenance and
preservation.

By Thomas Leddy

The Aesthetics of Human
Environments

print $35.25
288pp | 2012 | 9781551114781

This book explores the
aesthetics of the objects
and environments we encounter in daily life. Thomas
Leddy stresses the close relationship between
everyday aesthetics and the aesthetics of art, but
places special emphasis on neglected aesthetic terms
such as “neat,” “messy,” “pretty,” “lovely,” “cute,” and
“pleasant.” The author advances a general theory
of aesthetic experience that can account for our
appreciation of art, nature, and the everyday.

Contemporary Readings in the Philosophy
of Literature: An Analytic Approach
Edited by David Davies and Carl Matheson
print $53.50 | 460pp | 2008 | 9781551111773

“This is a wonderful, comprehensive collection.... It is
the book I have been waiting for to teach philosophy
of literature to undergraduates.” — SARAH WORTH,
FURMAN COLLEGE

Edited by Allen Carlson and
Arnold Berleant
print $50.25
312pp | 2007 | 9781551116853

“This collection is exciting in
its breadth and gratifyingly
insightful into some of the frequently overlooked
ways humans aesthetically interact with the world....
Personally, I can’t wait to incorporate it into a class!” —
SHEILA LINTOTT, BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY

Natural Beauty: A Theory of Aesthetics
Beyond the Arts
By Ronald Moore
print $39.75 | eBook from $27.95
276pp | 2007 | 9781551115030

“Natural Beauty is a well-balanced, wonderfully written,
systematic and thoroughly researched book. Moore’s
positive theory is so well developed and original that
this book should immediately become one of the most
important books in nature aesthetics.” — JOHN ANDREW
FISHER, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, BOULDER
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PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION

PHILOSOPHY OF SPORT & GAMES

Readings in the Philosophy of Religion

Philosophy of Sport: Core Readings

Third Edition

Edited by Jason Holt

Edited by Kelly James Clark

print $47.25
328pp | 2013 | 9781554811465

print $64.25
520pp | 2017 | 9781554812769

This anthology contains
the best of both classical
and contemporary
sources, offering a
balanced historical
approach to the
philosophy of religion
while reflecting the latest
developments in the field. The included readings
grapple with issues that are existentially compelling
and provocative regardless of one’s religious leanings.
Topics are covered in a point-counterpoint manner
designed to foster deep reflection. This third edition
contains an entirely new section on early Chinese
religion as well as new essays on religious language,
feminism, and the cognitive science of religion.

“... [A] welcome addition to
the growing sport philosophy
library.” — PETER M.
HOPSICKER, PENNSYLVANIA
STATE UNIVERSITY, ALTOONA

Unlike hefty anthologies and
skinny monographs, this
volume offers both concision and breadth. The book is
divided into two parts, the first on the nature of sport,
the second on rules and values, reaching out from a
grasp of what sport is toward an understanding of
what it ought to be.

The Grasshopper: Games, Life, and Utopia
Third Edition
By Bernard Suits
Introduced by Thomas
Hurka

The Atheist’s Primer
By Malcolm Murray

Illustrated by Frank
Newfeld

print $28.95 |
eBook from $19.95

print $29.25 |
eBook from $19.95

276pp | 2010 | 9781551119625

In lucid and engaging prose,
Murray offers a penetrating
yet fair-minded critique of
the traditional arguments
for the existence of God.
The goal of this primer is to offer the best reasons
going—for both sides. Atheists may learn them and
have them at their disposal. Theists should be well
informed of them.

Seeking God in Science:
An Atheist Defends Intelligent Design
By Bradley Monton
print $31.95 | eBook from $21.95
180pp | 2009 | 9781551118635

“This is a brave and important book. Monton does
not defend ‘intelligent design’ as true—he thinks
it is most likely false. Instead, he defends it as a
hypothesis worth taking seriously.” — JOHN T. ROBERTS,
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL

264pp | 2014 | 9781554812158

“This unique book quite
bowled me over, both
intellectually and as a
gorgeous literary feast.
Bernard Suits not only makes philosophy enjoyable, as
it should be, but does so without any compromise of
real profundity.” — SIMON BLACKBURN, CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY

“... [O]nce in a generation or two a book
appears out of nowhere, unclassifiable, inspired,
amazing, mesmerizing, wonderful, classic.... ”
— PHILOSOPHY AND LITERATURE

In the mid-twentieth century the philosopher Ludwig
Wittgenstein famously asserted that games are
indefinable; there are no common threads that link
them all. “Nonsense,” said the sensible Bernard Suits:
“playing a game is a voluntary attempt to overcome
unnecessary obstacles.” The short book Suits wrote
demonstrating precisely that is as playful as it is
insightful, as stimulating as it is delightful.
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NON-WESTERN PHILOSOPHY

Philosophers of the Warring States:
A Sourcebook in Chinese Philosophy

Indian Philosophy: An Introduction
By M. Ram Murty

Translated with
Commentary by Kurtis
Hagen and Steve Coutinho
print $37.50 |
eBook from $25.95
350pp | 2018 | 9781554810673

Philosophers of the Warring
States is an anthology
of new translations of
essential readings from
the classic texts of
early Chinese philosophy, informed by the latest
scholarship. It includes the Analects of Confucius,
Meng Zi (Mencius), Xun Zi, Mo Zi, Lao Zi (Dao De Jing),
Zhuang Zi, and Han Fei Zi, as well as short chapters
on the Da Xue and the Zhong Yong. Pedagogically
organized, this book offers philosophically
sophisticated annotations and commentaries as well
as an extensive glossary explaining key philosophical
concepts in detail. The translations aim to be true
to the originals yet accessible, with the goal of
opening up these rich and subtle philosophical texts
to modern readers without prior training in Chinese
thought.

A Guide to Asian Philosophy Classics
By Puqun Li
print $40.75 |
eBook from $28.95
364pp | 2012 | 9781554810345

“It is hard to conceive of how
more of the world’s wisdom
could be responsibly
engaged in one small
book.” — ROGER T. AMES,

print $31.95 |
eBook from $21.95
218pp | 2012 | 9781554810352

This book introduces
the vast topic of Indian
philosophy. It begins
with a study of the major
Upanishads, and then
surveys the philosophical
ideas contained in the
Bhagavadgita. After a short excursion into Buddhism,
it summarizes the salient ideas of the six systems of
Indian philosophy: Nyaya, Vaisesika, Samkhya, Yoga,
Purva Mimamsa, and Vedanta. It concludes with an
introduction to contemporary Indian thought.

Buddhism: A
Philosophical
Approach
By Cyrus Panjvani
print $28.95 |
eBook from $19.95
328pp | 2013 | 9781551118536

“Readers looking for a clear,
concise, and accessible
introduction to the basic tenets of Buddhism will
find Panjvani’s book ideally suited to their needs.”
— CHRISTIAN COSERU, COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON

The goal of this book is to explain the teachings of
the Buddha and of Buddhism clearly and consistently.
Though the book treads beyond the Buddha’s life,
including into the Abhidharma and Mahayana
traditions, it remains throughout a philosophical
discussion and elaboration of the Buddha’s thought.

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI’I

This book guides readers
through 10 classic works of Asian philosophy. Several
major schools of Eastern thought are discussed,
including Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism,
Daoism/Taoism, and Chan/Zen. The author connects
the ideas of these schools to those of Western
philosophy, thereby making the material accessible
to people who are unfamiliar with the cultures and
intellectual traditions of Asia.
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The Magic of Unknowing:
An East-West Soliloquy
By Mervyn Sprung
print $31.95 | 160pp | 1987 | 9780921149088

“A work of intrinsic merit; competent and
philosophically adept. The general public, as well as
academics, will enjoy reading this book, and will profit
from doing so.” — ROBERT CARTER, TRENT UNIVERSITY
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Ancient Philosophy:
A Companion to the
Core Readings
By Andrew Stumpf
print $20.95 |
eBook from $14.95
250pp | 2018 | 9781554813926

Early Modern Philosophy: An Anthology
EARLY

NEW!

Mo d e r n

PHILOSOPHY
AN

Edited by Lisa Shapiro
and Marcy P. Lascano

print $59.95 |
eBook from $41.95
992pp | 2021 | 9781554812790

A NTHOLOGY

“Instructors and scholars of
early modern philosophy
have desperately awaited
this anthology, frustrated with existing collections that
present an outdated and narrow canon. Shapiro and
Lascano’s impressively rich compilation reflects current
scholarship, which has rediscovered many previously
overlooked texts and topics. This versatile anthology
should work beautifully for traditional courses on early
modern philosophy, for drastically reconceived courses,
or for anything in between.” — JULIA JORATI, UNIVERSITY
Edited by

LISA SHAPIRO
&

Ancient Philosophy: A
Companion to the Core
Readings is designed as an approachable guide to
the most important and influential works of ancient
philosophy. The book begins with a brief overview
of ancient Greek mythology and the pre-Socratic
philosophers. It then examines a number of the most
important works from Plato and Aristotle, including
Euthyphro, Meno, Republic, the Categories, the Physics,
and the Nicomachean Ethics, before concluding with a
brief look at Hellenistic philosophy and the origins of
Neoplatonism. Numerous diagrams and images are
included.

Basic Issues in
Medieval Philosophy
Second Edition
Edited by Richard N.
Bosley and Martin M.
Tweedale
print $62.95
852pp | 2006 | 9781551117157

This anthology offers a considerable amount of
material from central figures such as Augustine,
Abelard, Duns Scotus, and William of Ockham, as
well as extensive texts from thinkers in the medieval
Islamic world. Each selection is prefaced by a brief
introduction by the editors, providing a philosophical
and religious background to help make the material
more accessible to the reader.

Contemporary Perspectives
on Early Modern Philosophy:
Essays in Honor of Vere Chappell
Edited by Paul Hoffman, David Owen,
and Gideon Yaffe
print $64.25 | 366pp | 2008 | 9781551116624

MARCY P. LASCANO

OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST

This anthology enriches the possibilities for teaching
the early modern period by highlighting not only
metaphysics and epistemology, but also new themes
such as virtue, equality and difference, education,
the passions, and love. It contains the works of 43
philosophers, including traditionally taught figures
such as Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Locke, Berkeley,
Hume, Kant, as well as less familiar writers such as
Lord Shaftesbury, Anton Amo, Julien Offray de La
Mettrie, and Denis Diderot. It especially highlights
the contributions of women philosophers, including
Margaret Cavendish, Anne Conway, Gabrielle Suchon,
Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, and Emilie Du Châtelet.

The Logic of Hegel’s ‘Logic’: An Introduction
By John W. Burbidge
print $47.95 | eBook from $33.95
168pp | 2006 | 9781551116334

Wittgenstein and the Practice of Philosophy
By Michael Hymers
print $31.95 | eBook from $21.95
280pp | 2009 | 9781551118925

“A wide-ranging and extraordinarily clear introduction
to Wittgenstein’s treatment of central philosophical
problems about the nature of science, logic, language,
and knowledge, the relationship between his
earlier and his later philosophy, and his therapeutic
conception of philosophical method.” — DAVID STERN,
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
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HISTORICAL TEXTS

BROADVIEW EDITIONS
“A series in which the editing is something of an art form.” — WASHINGTON POST
In addition to the work itself, each Broadview Edition includes an introduction, chronology, bibliography,
explanatory notes, and various appendices; the series has been particularly acclaimed for the inclusion
in each volume of a wide range of useful contextualizing materials. Examples of the Broadview Edition
format are provided on the next two pages. The majority of the titles listed below follow the Broadview
Edition format; others vary in structure and content.

*Print prices are listed below; eBooks also available except where noted.
Plato, The Apology and Related Dialogues (4th Century
BCE) Ed. Andrew Bailey, Trans. Cathal Woods &
Ryan Pack | 112pp | $9.95 | 9781554812585
(includes Euthyphro, Apology, Crito)
Plato, Euthyphro, Apology, Crito, Meno, and Phaedo
(4th Century BCE) Ed. Andrew Bailey, Trans. Cathal
Woods | 230pp | $12.95 | 9781554815173 (Fall 2022)
Plato, Philebus (4th Century BCE) Ed. and Trans.
James Wood | 200pp | $19.25 | 9781554813735
Aquinas, Thomas, Basic Philosophical Writing: From the
Summa Theologiae and The Principles of Nature (13th
Century CE) Ed. and Trans. Steven Baldner | 256pp |
$16.75 | 9781554813728
Descartes, René, Discourse on Method (1637) Ed.
Andrew Bailey, Trans. Ian Johnston | 95pp | $9.95 |
9781554813179

Descartes, René, Meditations on First Philosophy
(1642) Ed. Andrew Bailey, Trans. Ian Johnston |
104pp | $10.95 | 9781554811526
Descartes, René, Discourse on Method and Mediations
on First Philosophy (1637 & 1642) Ed. Andrew Bailey,
Trans. Ian Johnston | 160pp | $12.50 | 9781554815548
Hobbes, Thomas, Leviathan (1651), revised edition,
Eds. A.P. Martinich & Brian Battiste | 696pp | $19.95
| 9781554810031
Hobbes, Thomas, Leviathan Parts I and II (1651),
revised edition, Eds. A.P. Martinich & Brian Battiste |
428pp | $16.75 | 9781554810406
Cavendish, Margaret, Grounds of Natural Philosophy
(1668) Ed. Anne M. Thell | 264pp | $19.95 |
9781554813872

Boyle, Robert, The Excellencies of Robert Boyle (1674)
Ed. J.J. MacIntosh | 362pp | $29.95 (no eBook) |
9781551114668

Leibniz, G.W., Discourse on Metaphysics and Other
Writings (1686) Ed. Peter Loptson | 242pp |
$14.95 | 9781554810116 (includes Discourse on
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Metaphysics, Principles of Nature and of Grace, and
the Monadology)
Locke, John, A Letter Concerning Toleration (1689) Ed.
Kerry Walters | 134pp | $12.75 | 9781554811250
Locke, John, The Second Treatise of Civil Government
(1689) Ed. Andrew Bailey | 160pp | $11.75 |
9781554811564

Astell, Mary, A Serious Proposal to the Ladies, Parts
I and II (1694) Ed. Patricia Springborg | 304pp |
$27.75 | 9781551113067
Cockburn, Catharine Trotter, Philosophical Writings
(1702–47) Ed. Patricia Sheridan | 270pp | $29.95 |
9781551113029

Clarke, Samuel & Anthony Collins, The
Correspondence of Samuel Clarke and Anthony Collins
(1707–08) Ed. William L. Uzgalis | 368pp | $29.95 |
9781551119847

Berkeley, George, Three Dialogues between Hylas
and Philonous (1713) Ed. Dale Jacquette | 264pp |
$16.95 | 9781551119885
Hume, David, An Enquiry concerning Human
Understanding (1748) Ed. Lorne Falkenstein | 312pp
| $15.95 | 9781551118024
Hume, David, Essays and Treatises on Philosophical
Subjects (1758) Ed. Lorne Falkenstein & Neil
McArthur | 624pp | $27.75 | 9781551118048
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, Fundamental Political
Writings (1750–62) Ed. David Lay Williams &
Matthew W. Maguire, Trans. Ian Johnston | 420pp |
$16.75 | 9781554812974 (see contents on page 32)
Voltaire, Candide (1759) Ed. Eric Palmer | 256pp |
$15.95 | 9781551117461
Paine, Thomas, Common Sense (1776) Ed. Edward
Larkin | 256pp | $16.95 | 9781551115719
Paine, Thomas, Rights of Man (1791) Ed. Claire
Grogan | 400pp | $16.95 | 9781551115849
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Paine, Thomas, The Age of Reason (1794) Ed. Kerry
Walters | 190pp | $15.95 | 9781554810451
Burke, Edmund, Reflections on the Revolution in France:
An Abridgment with Supporting Texts (1790) Ed.
Brian R. Clack | 306pp | $19.95 | 9781554814428
Kant, Immanuel, Groundwork for the Metaphysics of
Morals (1785) Ed. Lara Denis | 216pp | $16.25 |
9781551115399

Kant, Immanuel, On Perpetual Peace (1795) Ed. Brian
Orend, Trans. Ian Johnston | 136pp | $14.95 |
9781554811939

Wollstonecraft, Mary, The Vindications: The Rights of
Men and the Rights of Woman (1790, 1792) Ed. D.L.
Macdonald & Kathleen Scherf | 488pp | $15.95 |
9781551110882

Marx, Karl & Friedrich Engels, The Communist
Manifesto (1848) Ed. and Trans. L.M. Findlay |
256pp | $15.95 | 9781551113333
Thoreau, Henry David, Civil Disobedience (1849)
Ed. Bob Pepperman Taylor | 160pp | $14.95 |
9781554813018

Darwin, Charles, On the Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection (1859) Ed. Joseph Carroll | 672pp |
$16.95 | 9781551113371
Mill, John Stuart, On Liberty (1859) Ed. Leonard Kahn
| 216pp | $14.95 | 9781554810444
Mill, John Stuart, The Subjection of Women (1869)
Encore Edition (no apparatus) | 126pp | $10.75 (no
eBook) | 9781551113548
Mill, John Stuart, Utilitarianism (1871) Ed. Colin
Heydt | 208pp | $16.95 | 9781551115016
Mill, John Stuart, Utilitarianism (1871) Ed. Andrew
Bailey | 112pp | $10.75 | 9781554813155
Mill, John Stuart, Three Essays on Religion (1874) Ed.
Lou J. Matz | 306pp | $25.50 | 9781551117683
Freud, Sigmund, Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920)
Ed. Todd Dufresne, Trans. Gregory C. Richter |
400pp | $19.25 | 9781551119946
Freud, Sigmund, The Future of an Illusion (1927) Ed.
Todd Dufresne, Trans. Gregory C. Richter | 216pp |
$16.95 | 9781554810659
Freud, Sigmund, Civilization and Its Discontents (1930)
Ed. Todd Dufresne, Trans. Gregory C. Richter |
208pp | $15.95 | 9781554811403
Wittgenstein, Ludwig, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus
(1921) Ed. Marc A. Joseph, Trans. Frank Ramsey &
C.K. Ogden | 224pp | $25.25 | 9781551119809

SAMPLE
BROADVIEW
EDITION

Utilitarianism
John Stuart Mill
Edited by Colin Heydt
print $16.95 |
eBook from $11.95
208pp | 2010 | 9781551115016

Acknowledgements
Introduction
John Stuart Mill: A Brief Chronology
A Note on the Text
Utilitarianism
Appendix A: Precedents
1. From Seneca, “On Benefits” (c. 60 CE)
2. From John Gay, “Preliminary Dissertation,
Concerning the Fundamental Principle of
Virtue or Morality” (1731)
3. From Joseph Butler, “Dissertation II: Of the
Nature of Virtue” (1736)
4. From Jeremy Bentham, An Introduction
to the Principles of Morals and Legislation
(1789)
5. From William Whewell, Lectures on the
History of Moral Philosophy (1852)
6. From Thomas Carlyle, “Signs of the Times”
(1829)
Appendix B: Mill on Utilitarianism
1. From Mill’s Autobiography (1873)
2. From Mill’s Letters (1834–68)
3. From “Whewell on Moral Philosophy”
(1852)
4. From “Auguste Comte and Positivism”
(1865)
Appendix C: Reactions to Utilitarianism
1. From Henry Sidgwick, The Methods of Ethics
(6th ed., 1901)
2. From Henry Sidgwick, Outlines of the History
of Ethics (1886)
3. From G.E. Moore, Principia Ethica (1903)
Select Bibliography
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HISTORICAL TEXTS continued

SAMPLE BROADVIEW EDITION

Jean-Jacques Rousseau:
Fundamental Political Writings
Translated by Ian Johnston
Edited by David Lay Williams and
Matthew W. Maguire
print $16.75 | eBook from $11.95
2018 | 420pp | 9781554812974

Acknowledgements
Introduction
Jean-Jacques Rousseau: A Brief Chronology
A Note on the Texts
First Discourse: On the Sciences and the Arts
Preface to Narcissus, or the Lover of Himself
Second Discourse: On the Origin and the
Foundations of Inequality among Men
On the Social Contract
Appendix A: Points of Departure
1. From René Descartes, Discourse on Method
(1637)
2. Blaise Pascal, Letter to Monsieur and Madame
Périer (24 September 1651)
3. From Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (1651)
4. From Bernard Mandeville, The Fable of the Bees
(1705)
5. From Samuel Pufendorf, On the Duty of Man
and Citizen (1682)
Appendix B: Rousseau and His Contemporaries
1. From Charles Bordes, Discourse on the
Advantages of the Sciences and the Arts (1751)
2. Charles Bonnet (or “Philopolis”) to Louis de
Boissy (25 August 1755)
3. Denis Diderot, “On Natural Right” (1755)
4. Voltaire, “Letter to Rousseau” (30 August
1755)
5. From Adam Smith, “Letter to the Authors of
the Edinburgh Review” (1755–56)
6. From Madame de Staël, Letter V: On the
Political Writings of Rousseau (1788)
7. From Louis-Sébastien Mercier, Preface to
The Complete Works of Jean-Jacques Rousseau
(1788–89)
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Appendix C: Rousseau and Revolution
1. From Abbé Emmanuel Joseph Sieyès, “What
Is the Third Estate?” (1789)
2. French National Assembly, “Declaration of the
Rights of Man and Citizen” (1789)
3. From Joseph Lakanal, Report on Jean-Jacques
Rousseau (1794)
4. From Joseph de Maistre, On the Sovereignty of
the People: An Anti-Social Contract (1794–95)
5. From Benjamin Constant, Principles of Politics
Applicable to All Governments (1815)
Appendix D: Rousseau’s Political Legacies
1. From Immanuel Kant, “Notes ... on the Feeling
of the Beautiful and the Sublime” (1764–65)
and Dreams of a Spirit-Seer (1766)
2. From J.G. Fichte, The Science of Rights
(1796–97)
3. From G.W.F. Hegel, Elements of the Philosophy
of Right (1821)
4. From Friedrich Engels, Anti-Dühring (1878)
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